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The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) and its metrology chain have to fulfill stringent
performance requirements to enable the space-based detection of gravitational waves. This implies the
necessity of performance verification methods. In particular, the extraction of the interferometric phase,
implemented by a phasemeter, needs to be probed for linearity and phase noise contributions. This Letter
reports on a hexagonal quasimonolithic optical bench implementing a three-signal test for this purpose.
Its characterization as sufficiently stable down to picometer levels is presented as well as its usage for a
benchmark phasemeter performance measurement under LISA conditions. These results make it a
candidate for the core of a LISA metrology verification facility.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.081104

Introduction.—The first detections of gravitational
waves by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO) [1] and Virgo [2] have opened the
window for gravitational wave astronomy in the Hz and
kHz range. Avoiding limitations by seismic and gravity
gradient noise, the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
(LISA) [3,4] will offer revolutionary science with sources
only detectable in the mHz regime. Important examples are
extreme mass ratio inspirals for strong-gravity tests of
general relativity or massive black hole binaries at red shifts
up to 20 to study their early formation [4].
LISA consists of three spacecraft (SC) forming a
triangular constellation with 2.5 million km arm lengths.
It will measure the displacement between free-falling test
masses (TMs) by means of heterodyne laser interferometry.
The latter is split into local TM-SC and remote SC-SC
displacement measurements. The targeted band of 0.1 mHz
to 1 Hz will be limited
by the optical
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ above 3 mHz
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
metrology (10 pm= Hz; with 4.7 pm= Hz shot
noise),
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−2
and below by TM stray accelerations (3 fm s = Hz).
The LISA Pathfinder mission impressively showed the
feasibility of the stringent stray acceleration
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ target [5] as
well as local interferometry with 35 fm= Hz precision [6].
In addition, the recently launched satellite geodesy mission
Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On
(GRACE-FO) carries the first SC-SC interferometer with
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pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
80 nm= Hz targeted precision [7]. Like a LISA SC-SC
interferometer, it operates at weak-light levels (∼100 pW).
However, LISA is more demanding in terms of precision
and in the aspects explained in the following.
Most importantly, each LISA SC-SC interferometer
will exhibit coupling of the full laser frequency noise
due to the SC distances acting as huge interferometer arm
mismatches. Mitigation of this otherwise overwhelming
noise coupling will be performed by a technique called
time-delay interferometry (TDI) [8,9]. Primarily, it time
shifts and combines SC-SC measurements throughout
the constellation in postprocessing to cancel multiple but
delayed occurrences of laser frequency noise. However, as
TDI is performed in postprocessing, the interferometer
phase extraction by a phasemeter has to conserve the
essential displacement information hidden in the much
stronger laser frequency noise. Therefore, linearity over a
high dynamic range is needed while maintaining phase
fidelity. The latter is defined by the phasemeter (singlepﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
channel) noise contribution requirement of 1 μcycle= Hz
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
or 2π μrad= Hz ð∼1 pm= Hz for a 1064 nm laser) down
to 3 mHz with a relaxation due to the dominating TM stray
acceleration below. Hence, with expected master laser
stabilities [10], the required dynamic range in orders of
magnitude is 8 at 1 Hz and rises to 10 below 3 mHz.
Also, the phasemeter needs to cope with heterodyne
frequencies of 5–25 MHz and change rates up to 20 Hz=s.
These values are determined by the expected Doppler shifts
due to SC motion as well as by offsets intentionally applied
for constellation-wide frequency planning.
As a consequence, the verification of the described
phasemeter requirements is crucial to complete the
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demonstration of the LISA metrology. A frequently utilized
verification scheme is a split test, which is based on a
differential measurement of identical signals. In the past,
various phasemeters have been reported to p
show
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ phase
noise performances [11–13] below 1 μcycle= Hz in split
tests. Yet, particularly for LISA, a more elaborate verification scheme is needed, e.g., a three-signal test, first
mentioned in Ref. [13]. Applying nonidentical signals to
the phasemeter channels, it reveals noise sources that in a
split test cancel out undetected as common mode. Most
importantly, it also allows the test of phase extraction
linearity, as shown later. However, conducted electrical and
optical three-signal tests so far are at least an order of
magnitude above the required precision, mainly limited by
test bed noise [12,14]. Digital three-signal tests [13,15]
verified performance of the digital phasemeter core (presented later), while by definition they cannot test the
typically limiting analog front end.
This Letter reports on a hexagonal quasimonolithic
optical bench implementing an optical three-signal test.
It shows sufficient stability for LISA phasemeter linearity
and precision verifications. After the experimental setup,
measurements proving the capabilities of the test bed
together with a benchmark performance test of a LISA
phasemeter will be shown.
Experimental setup.—First, the optical three-signal
scheme will be described. Here, phase is defined as
instantaneous phase φðtÞ of a harmonic signal xðtÞ with
amplitude a. It is closely related to the instantaneous
frequency fðtÞ and the carrier frequency offset f̄:
xðtÞ ¼ a sin (φðtÞ);

dφðtÞ=dt ¼ 2π½fðtÞ þ f̄:

For testing, three initial signals (electric fields of laser
beams exhibiting unequal optical frequency offsets) with
phases φ1 , φ2 , φ3 are interfered pairwise. Each resulting
laser beam intensity contains two mixed initial signals
which generate a beat note. The beat note signals can
exhibit unequal MHz frequency offsets, called heterodyne
frequencies f̄ a ≠ f̄ b ≠ f̄ c , and phases φa , φb , φc :
φa ¼ φ1 − φ2 ;

φb ¼ φ2 − φ3 ;

φc ¼ φ3 − φ1 :

After conversion to voltages by photoreceivers, three
phasemeter channels extract the measured phases φ0a , φ0b ,
and φ0c from the beat notes. With the operator E denoting
the phase fidelity of the extraction, it can be written
φ0a ¼ Eðφ1 − φ2 Þ;

φ0b ¼ Eðφ2 − φ3 Þ;

φ0c ¼ Eðφ3 − φ1 Þ:

Finally, the three measured phases are combined in postprocessing to form the three-signal measurement
?

φ0 ¼ φ0a þ φ0b þ φ0c ∼ 0;

which is the main measurement and in which the initial
phases ideally cancel. It includes the phase noise contribution of the phasemeter while being sensitive to nonlinearities: if E is nonlinear, which means the condition
Eðφ1 − φ2 Þ ¼ Eðφ1 Þ − Eðφ2 Þ does not hold, the generic
initial phases will not cancel pairwise in φ0 . The same is
true for nonlinear effects due to the unequal heterodyne
frequencies. Additionally, the ratio between φ0 and the
single channel inputs φ0a−c gives a direct estimate of the
phasemeter dynamic range.
Here, the scheme is implemented using a hexagonal
quasimonolithic bench as test bed core. The complete test
bed is divided into three conceptual parts.
The first part is a laser preparation bench. It provides
the initial signals with phases φ1−3 using three 1064 nm
lasers (Mephisto by Coherent, 500 mW). As their pairwise
combinations are supposed to generate beat notes with
heterodyne frequencies of 5–25 MHz, their frequency
relation must be well defined. This is achieved by two
digital control loops locking the frequencies of two slave
lasers to one master laser. The loop reference signal then
sets the desired heterodyne frequencies and can be utilized
to add artificial LISA-like frequency noise to φa−c to test
the required dynamic range.
The second part is the LISA phasemeter under test here.
It was developed within a European Space Agency (ESA)
contract [16] by a European consortium. It is based on
parallel analog-to-digital converter channels (80 MHz)
connected to field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)
implementing digital phase-locked loops (DPLLs). The
frequencies tracked by the DPLLs are downsampled and
converted to phase in postprocessing. While the performance of the DPLL serving as phasemeter core was
verified in the aforementioned digital three-signal test
[15], it was also shown that the phasemeter utilized here
fulfills the LISA requirements in electrical split tests [11].
Finally, the core of the experiment is the aforementioned
quasimonolithic optical bench. It was designed using the
software tool IfoCAD [17] and enables the stable splitting
and interference of the initial signals according to the threesignal scheme. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the bench. It
consists of a thick Zerodur baseplate (200 × 200 × 25 mm)
carrying three fiber injector optical subassemblies (FIOSs)
for the injection of the prepared laser light and six wedged
beam splitters (roughly 50∶50 split ratio) placed in a
hexagonal layout. Three of the beam splitters act as a first
stage where each of the injected beams (carrying the phases
φ1–3 ) is divided into two. In a second stage, each divided
beam is interfered pairwise with the output of another
dividing beam splitter, forming three interferometers in
total. Finally, the interferometer outputs at the second stage
beam splitters yield the three beat notes with heterodyne
frequencies f̄ a−c and phases φa−c as well as three complementary versions with phases φa−c (shifted by π). The
six output beat notes are captured by photoreceivers and are
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the hexagonal quasimonolithic optical
bench implementing a three-signal linearity test. Complementary
interferometer outputs are utilized for diagnostic π pretests.

subsequently sampled by the phasemeter. The photoreceivers, designed for the test bed using off-the-shelf components, comprise InGaAs photodiodes (0.5 mm in diameter,
∼1 mW incident power) and transimpedance amplifiers with
a single operational amplifier. At each output beam splitter,
one of the complementary signals can be picked for the
three-signal test. Also, both signals’ phases can be averaged
for balanced detection or be subtracted for an optical split
test with a π phase shift, named π measurement. The latter
exhibits shortcomings similar to the split tests described
above, and is considered a diagnostic pretest. It can reveal
noise sources it has in common with the three-signal test,
e.g., some types of stray light. A subset of these can be
canceled with balanced detection.
While not being the only topology possible for a threesignal scheme, the presented approach is well-suited
concerning two critical aspects. One is the phase noise
coupling after the split of the initial phases. In general, this
kind of noise φN is not common and acts in one phasemeter
channel only, as, e.g., Eðφ1 − φ2 þ φN Þ shows. Hence, it
cannot be distinguished from phasemeter noise and limits
the test bed. In the hexagonal bench, this noise is primarily
determined by the displacement stability between the first
and second stage beam splitters. The hexagonal configuration allows a compact and symmetric implementation of
the interferometers, hence, lowering the noncommon-mode
displacement fluctuations caused by thermal expansion and
mechanical distortions. For further mitigation of those
effects, the thick Zerodur baseplate serves as thermal bulk
with low thermal expansion coefficient while the fused
silica beam splitters are attached via hydroxide-catalysis
bonding [18] and optical contacting. Because of its repeatability, the latter method was chosen for the placement
of the second stage beam splitters which are decisive for
proper contrast.

A second critical aspect of the bench is the static
mismatch of the two displacements between any first stage
beam splitter and its successive second stage beam splitters.
In general, such a mismatch acts as unequal interferometer
arms and hence leads to the coupling of single laser
frequency noise limiting the test bed. This unwanted noise
should not be confused with the controlled differential laser
frequency noise in φa−c used to mimic the master laser
frequency noise in LISA and which is meant to cancel
out. Nevertheless, the symmetric layout of the hexagonal
interferometers allows the reduction of the coupling by
matching the static displacements within assembly tolerances. A maximum displacement mismatch of ∼200 μm
is assumed.
As an amendment to the stable hexagonal interferometer
design, the aforementioned FIOSs were added to minimize
thermally induced angular jitter of the input beams. The
FIOSs consist of glued fused silica components and are
based on adaptations of earlier designs [19]. The minimization of the angular jitter is desirable as it couples into
displacement noise via the wedged beam splitters. The
latter in turn were chosen to achieve the angular separation
of desired beams and ghost beams reflected from secondary
surfaces.
The optical bench, together with auxiliary optics and
photoreceivers, is placed in a vacuum chamber. For proper
operation, a moderate vacuum (roughly < 10 mbar) is
required, primarily to avoid optical path length fluctuations
caused by residual air. A fiber interface connects the
external laser preparation to the optical bench.
Another essential aspect for the operation of the test bed
is a proper polarization control. Ideally, all beams in the
interferometer should exhibit the same polarization axis.
Mismatches lead to secondary parasitic interferometers in
the orthogonal axis. The closest approach to the ideal case
was achieved with laminated thin-film polarizers (extinction
ratio 1∶107 ) placed right after the FIOSs and with their
transmissive axis set to the bench surface normal as a
common reference. The polarization cleanliness was
improved further by controlling the input of the polarizationmaintaining FIOS fibers. For that purpose, pairs of λ=2- and
λ=4-wave plates optimally match the fiber input beam
polarization to the fiber slow axis. This also attenuates
indirect coupling chains, e.g., fiber polarization fluctuations
to pointing jitter to phase front jitter to phase noise.
To summarize, the presented setup aims to minimize all
test bed noise indistinguishable from the noise contribution
of the phasemeter. The residual noise floor gives an upper
bound for the phasemeter performance in a three-signal
test, while the digital laser control can create LISA-like
phase input conditions.
An important extension will be the utilization of three
separate phasemeters with independent clocks [20], which
would allow testing of LISA SC-SC features like clock tone
transfer, ranging and data transfer as well as postprocessing
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FIG. 2. Measurement (3 h) with moderate phase noise input
conditions. The three-signal combination (red) fulfills the LISA
requirement scaled for three signals. Its fundamental noise can be
found in the π pretests (green), suggesting sufficient stability of
the hexagonal optical bench itself.

techniques like interpolation, clock synchronization, and
clock noise removal for TDI. This way, the setup can
provide realistic data to support scientists developing the
LISA data processing and analysis. Also, the attenuation
of a single beam to 100 pW will allow proper testing of
dedicated LISA photoreceivers.
Results.—In the following, three measurements carried
out with the described setup are presented. One was
conducted with low heterodyne frequencies (5.8, 3.01,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
and 2.79 MHz) and input phase noise of 0.04 cycles= Hz
at 1 Hz. These values allowed excluding from the performance assessment effects such as dynamic range limitations or noise caused by high carrier frequencies. The
resulting spectral densities [21,22] are shown in Fig. 2. The
three-signal performance (red line, best pick from each of
the complementary output pairs) satisfies the LISA phase
extraction requirement scaled for three uncorrelated signals. Above 1 mHz, the π pretests (green lines) at the three
interferometer outputs show a similar noise shape and
magnitude, while balanced detections (not shown) did not
yield a significant improvement. Hence it is assumed that,
in this frequency band, the dominant noise source in the
three-signal test is the same as in the π pretests. Vanishing
as common mode in the latter, instability of the optical
bench can be excluded. Instead, residual polarization
mismatches are considered as the main limitation candidate, as small changes in the polarizer alignments easily
spoil both π and three-signal tests. This suggests that the
test bed performance, not limited by the hexagonal optical
bench itself, could be improved further.
More measurements were conducted with LISA-like
input conditions as specified in the following. The results
are shown in Fig. 3. For the first three-signal measurement
(red solid line), the heterodyne frequencies were set to 24.9,
18.1, and 6.8 MHz, while the single input phases (top lines)
were generated to resemble a LISA-like signal
shape with
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
instantaneouspfrequency
noise
of
450
Hz=
Hz
at 1 Hz
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(∼70 cycles= Hz) and a 1=f behavior dominating below
3 mHz. With the shown three-signal performance, this
corresponds to a dynamic range of 8, 10, and 11 orders of

FIG. 3. Measurements with LISA-like input phase noise and
heterodyne frequencies. A dynamic range of 8–11 orders of
magnitude can be computed from the three input signals (top) and
the three-signal combinations (red: fixed heterodyne frequencies,
3 h; brown dashed: heterodyne frequency sweep over 90 h).
The LISA three-signal requirement was fulfilled except between
0.4–20 mHz, with the photoreceivers being a major noise
contributor (noise projection in blue).

magnitude at 1 Hz, 3 mHz, and below 1 mHz, respectively.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows time series of the
single input phase fluctuations and their combination in a
drastically reduced scale (right side). The performance
satisfied the LISA phase extraction requirement except in
the range of 0.4–20 mHz where a violation by a factor 3
occurs. Nevertheless, when summed quadratically
with
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
other noise sources for the overall 10 pm= Hz budget,
it is still not significantly limiting. A major contribution to
the higher noise level compared to the measurement with
moderate input conditions was traced back to the utilized
photoreceivers. At the required precision levels, they show
a heterodyne-frequency-dependent noise behavior and thus
lead to excess noise when operated at the upper end of the
LISA heterodyne frequency band. Isolated differential
measurements between pairs of photoreceivers were conducted for a noise projection (Fig. 3, blue line). This
includes a higher noise contribution by the phasemeter
itself, which shows a similar, but weaker heterodynefrequency dependence.
A second long-term three-signal measurement (Fig. 3,
brown dashed line) was conducted with similar input

FIG. 4. Time series of input phase fluctuations and resulting
three-signal combination, illustrating the high dynamic range
essential for TDI.
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phase noise as in the prior measurement but with dynamic
heterodyne frequencies. More specifically, sweeps from
24.9–5.0 MHz, 18.1–3.0 MHz, and 6.8–2.0 MHz were
applied within a time frame of 90 h. This corresponds to a
maximum sweep rate of ∼61 Hz=s. Compared to the prior
measurement, the performance shows no significant
deterioration except a stronger low-frequency drift.
Discussion and conclusions.—The measurement presented in Fig. 2 shows that the hexagonal optical bench
provides sufficient stability down to LISA-like picometer
levels and a static displacement matching that allowed the
use of a free-running master laser. These properties in turn
enabled the measurement to be the first optical
three-signal
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
linearity test with MHz signals and μcycle= Hz precision.
Additionally, the π pretests suggest that the hexagonal
bench stability is currently not limiting above 1 mHz and
that the performance could be improved further.
Nevertheless, the test bed already enabled a benchmark
linearity test of a phasemeter with LISA-like dynamic
range and heterodyne frequencies (Fig. 3). The required
phase extraction performance could be verified in most
of the frequency band, with the phasemeter likely not
being limiting in the current state. Instead, a major noise
contributor are the photoreceivers. Yet, they are not
considered a show stopper and will be investigated further.
Comparable state-of-the-art test beds [14,23] were able
to show similar dynamic ranges, however with single-digit
MHz frequencies and most importantly with precision
levels more than an order of magnitude above the ones
demonstrated in this Letter.
The shown results suggest the utilization of the hexagonal optical bench test bed as a facility for the verification
of future iterations of the LISA phasemeter, including
engineering or flight models. As mentioned, the test bed
can easily be extended to probe other important features
of the LISA metrology chain and to support LISA data
processing and analysis.
Besides this extension, future work will include efforts to
tackle the noise sources assumed to be limiting, like
polarization and photoreceivers, to reduce the test bed
noise floor further.
To conclude, the LISA phasemeter in particular and
the LISA metrology chain in general are crucial for the
successful detection of gravitational waves in space.
Stringent requirements are imposed on these components,
making verification a challenge. The measurements presented here show that the hexagonal optical bench provides
the capability to face this challenge successfully.
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